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Abstract
The Water Research Laboratory (WRL) has received an Environmental Trust Research Grant to study
how the performance of stormwater pollution booms may be enhanced. These booms have the
objective of intercepting floating and partially submerged litter transported through the stormwater
system, so the litter can be collected beofre entering waterways.
This report is a review of progress in the project as of April 30, 1993.
Three aspects of the project are now complete:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

a review of literature and information on booms;
site surveys and preliminary assessment of seven existing booms under a range of conditions;
inspection of the litter removal procedure.

The literature review covered the following aspects of this report; the nature of the litter problem,
boom design and a description of some of the boom sites in Australia and overseas.
A number of boom sites in Sydney have been investigated. These are Dobroyd Canal, Hawthorne
Canal, Blackwattle Bay, Rushcutters Bay, Mosman Bay, and two ponds in Centennial Park
(Musgrave Pond and Model Yacht Pond). A description of the site characteristics and field
observations are given. It is clear that the booms are not performing well, especially during high
flows. It is also apparent that removal of little from the booms is not based on a consideration of
the factors that affect boom performance, namely tide, wind and runoff. Problems also occur when
there are gaps at the edge of the boom, tears in the boom or when the boom sinks due to marine
growth on the boom surface.
Other studies, including determination of tidal and storm flows, and defining a schedule for removing
litter from booms, are also described.
Future work will be directed towards improving boom designs, with features such as porous skirts
proposed to be tested in the laboratory and possibly the field.
Distribution Statement
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SUMMARY
The Water Research Laboratory (WRL) has received an Environmental Trust Research Grant
to study how the performance of stormwater pollution booms may be enhanced. These
booms have the objective of intercepting floating and partially submerged litter transported
through the stormwater system, so the litter can be collected before entering waterways.
This report is a review of progress in the project as of April 30, 1993.
Three aspects of the project are now complete:
i)

A review of literature and information on booms

ii)

Site surveys and preliminary assessment of seven existing booms under a range of
conditions

iii)

Inspection of the litter removal procedure

The literature review covered the following aspects in this report; the nature of the litter
problem, boom design and a description of some of the boom sites in Australia and overseas.
A number of boom sites in Sydney have been investigated. These are Dobroyd Canal,
Hawthorne Canal, Blackwattle Bay, Rushcutters Bay, Mosman Bay, and two ponds in
Centennial Park (Musgrave Pond and Model Yacht Pond). A description of the site
characteristics and field observations are given. It is clear that the booms are not performing
well, especially during high flows. It is also apparent that removal of litter from the booms is
not based on a consideration of the factors that affect boom performance, namely tide, wind
and runoff. Problems also occur when there are gaps at the edge of the boom, tears in the
boom or when the boom sinks due to marine growth on the boom surface.
Other studies, including determination of tidal and storm flows, and defining a schedule for
removing litter from booms, are also described.
Future work will be directed towards improving boom designs, with features such as porous
skirts proposed to be tested in the laboratory and possibly the field.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A number of floating stormwater pollution booms have been installed across stormwater
outlets discharging into Sydney's waterways. These booms have the objective of intercepting
floating and partially submerged litter transported through the stormwater system, so the litter
can be collected before entering the waterways.
The booms known to be used in Sydney are proprietary oil booms, consisting of a number of
floats joined together by a solid skirt which extends the order of 0.5 metres below the water
surface. Most of the booms are owned by the Sydney Water Board. In theory, litter will be
retained by the booms as it travels along stormwater channels, from where it can be manually
removed. In most areas of Sydney, litter is removed weekly by the Maritime Services Board
(MSB) Waterways Cleaning Unit, by scooping the rubbish on to a boat.. The MSB provide
monthly reports to the Water Board on when rubbish has been removed from the booms, the
amount of litter collected and approximate proportions of the various types of litter collected.
In practice, the booms perform poorly. Litter escapes under and over the booms during storm
flows, at the very time when the greatest quantity of litter is travelling through the stormwater
system. Litter even escapes at sites where there are significant tidal flows. Breakages in the
booms, gaps between the end of the boom and the channel boundary, and sinking of the
booms due to marine growth on the boom surface also contribute to litter not being
intercepted. For this reason, the design of booms needs to be improved.
Further, the scheduling of litter removal from the booms is not completely linked to the
factors that affect boom performance, namely tide, wind and runoff. These factors should be
considered before setting out to remove litter from the booms, so the maximum amount of
litter is collected in the most efficient manner.
The Water Research Laboratory (WRL) of the University of New South Wales received an
Environmental Research Trust Grant in October 1992 to investigate how boom performance
may be enhanced. The project is an assessment (both by literature review and field
investigation) of the performance and effectiveness of existing stormwater pollution booms,
particularly in their ability to intercept litter under varying conditions. Current and
alternative designs will also be assessed on the basis of theoretical and hydraulic model
studies, including considerations of litter interception performance, ease of maintenance and
installation, cost effectiveness and other factors.
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This document is a report on the progress so far in the study, as required under the conditions
of the grant. It is not an exhaustive review of the work completed so far; rather, it highlights
some of the more important aspects of the work so the Environmental Trust are aware of the
direction of our study. A final report, due on December 31, 1993, will be a complete review
of the work. In this progress report, indications are made as to what extra information will be
included in or required for the final report.
WRL has reviewed literature concerning storm water pollution booms, booms used for other
purposes (such as oil containment, control of pulpwood debris and floating ice diversion) and
litter in waterways. Over 30 references have been studied. Section 2 briefly describes some
of the references to boom design and how it may be improved so boom performance is
enhanced (Section 2.2). The topic of litter is also discussed (Section 2.1), and a review of
known boom sites in New South Wales, Victoria and England is made (Section 2.3). The
final report will contain a complete literature review.
Boom performance was assessed in the field, and to determine how well the booms in Sydney
are performing, seven boom sites were been visited on a number of occasions. The boom
sites that have been investigated are:
Dobroyd Canal, Iron Cove (near Timbrell Drive);
Hawthorne Canal, Iron Cove (near Lilyfield Road);
Blackwattle Bay, Pyrmont (near Wattle Street);
Rushcutters Bay (just north-east of Reg Bartley Oval);
Mosman Bay, Mosman (at southern end of Reid Park);
Model Yacht Pond, Centennial Park (opposite Queen's Park Road);
Musgrave Pond, Centennial Park (just north of Musgrave Avenue).
These sites are described in Section 3, including catchment details and information on the
stormwater lines approaching the booms. WRL has sought more detailed information on the
sites (such as channel dimensions and invert levels) and this information will be included in
the next progress report (July 30, 1993). Figure 1 shows the general location of these booms.
Section 4 summarises the field observations, while Appendix A contains a detailed record of
field trips to the boom sites. None of the sites were visited during rainfall events, but it is a
priority of WRL to undertake wet weather observations during the next few months, and to
include these observations in the next progress report.

We do have some idea of boom

performance in wet weather from a number of references (including Keiller and Ackers,
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1982; Manly Hydraulics Laboratory, 1989) and a number of people have described the
behaviour of the booms in Sydney in high flows (such as Patten, 1993; Cleaning worker.
Maritime Services Board, 1993). For the final report, detailed meteorological data will be
included with the field record, such as wind and rainfall statistics, which can be incorporated
with tide data to correlate boom performance to the nature of these three factors.
It should be noted that over 100 photographs have been taken on field trips to the booms, and
many more will be taken before the final report is submitted. It is impractical to include all
the photographs in this report and only representative photographs have been included. WRL
is considering a photographic portfolio as a supplement to the final report, as pictures display
a good deal of information that is difficult to describe in words.
Some of the other work that has been attempted by WRL is described in Section 5. This
includes theoretical determination of tidal flows at Dobroyd Canal, with field current meter
measurements also made (Section 5.1). Section 5.2 shows the rational method calculations
for determining peak flows from a catchment. These two sections will be expanded for the
final report and will include calculations and measurements for all relevant boom sites.
Section 5.3 lists the skeleton of an algorithm that is being developed to schedule when litter
should be removed from the booms, depending on wind, tide and rain. This will be tested
and refined for inclusion in the second progress report.
Recommendations are made in Section 6, also with a summary of what WRL proposes to be
the future direction of this study. References are listed in Section 7. Finally, Appendix B
details the expenditure on the project so far.
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2. BRIEF REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON LITTER AND BOOMS
2.1. The Litter Problem
Early in 1989, with a community clean-up of Sydney Harbour, many people became aware
and concerned about the amount and types of rubbish entering Sydney's waterways.
The public concern about litter is essentially aesthetic; it looks ugly. It interferes with the
passive and active enjoyment of waterways by its visual and physical intrusion into the
environment (Molinari and Carleton, 1987).

To the public, litter is interpreted as an

indication of poor water quality. It may also contain offensive or hazardous objects such as
syringes and condoms. Rubbish (particularly plastics) that enters waterways may take many
years to break down in the environment. Animals may also become entangled in pieces of
litter or ingest litter which may be fatal (Ye and Andrady, 1991).

Litter can even be

dangerous to scuba divers, or damage boats (when sucked into cooling water intakes).
In a study by the Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works et al. (1989) at Merri Creek in
Victoria, it was found that the litter collected in a variety of traps consisted of (by item count)
about 66% plastic (including bags, sheeting, food wrappers and containers), 21% paper
(mainly junk mail), with aluminium cans and glass also noted. Note that vegetation was not
included in the count, although natural debris such as leaves make up a large proportion of
items captured in most litter interception devices (Willing and Partners, 1989).
2.2. Boom Design
Booms were originally designed to control oil pollution, with research activity increasing in
the 1960's (AUsop, 1985). Many of the booms used for control of litter in stormwater are also
designed as oil booms, which means they tend to be inadequate at trapping debris during high
flows.

This is a problem if we wish to capture a large proportion of the litter in the

stormwater, as it would be expected that most litter is carried through the stormwater system
in storm (high) flows.
Oil and debris booms have different design requirements (Freeman, 1992). Oil booms are
typically used in very low flow velocity situations, deployed for short time periods (hours or
days), usually in deep water, and cleaned often. Conversely, litter booms are more often
required to be effective when the flow velocities are a few m/s, for a large variety of
pollutants, for a period of months or years, with cleaning weekly or monthly, usually in
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shallow water under tidal conditions. The maximum flow velocities recommended for use
with some commercially available oil booms make them unsuitable for stormwater
applications.
Freeman (1992) considered that a boom with a skirt (typically 300-400 mm deep) worked
better than without a skirt, but observed that collected debris could escape from booms due to
breakage of the boom or from current or wind carrying debris under or over the boom. He
also noted that a boom located in shallow water could significantly reduce the hydraulic cross
section of the waterway and therefore significantly increase the velocity of flow at the boom.
This increased the load on the boom and its restraints and assisted in the loss of collected
debris. He recommended locating a boom in as deep water as practicable.
Allsop (1985), in discussing oil booms, recommended that a boom should be oriented
obliquely to the flow direction in areas where the flow velocities are greatest (usually the
centre of the channel). This minimises the component of flow normal to the boom, which
reduces the tendency of oil to be carried under the boom. Wilkinson (1973) stated that the
volume of an oil slick contained by a boom decreases with increasing Froude numbers of the
flow; at Froude numbers greater than 0.5, containment is impossible for conventional boom
designs. The Froude numbers in this instance are based on the buoyancy of the oil.
It is clear from the literature that booms can be effective in dry weather but less effective or
ineffective in wet weather when trash escapes beneath the boom, or is pushed or blown over
the top of the boom (Manly Hydraulics Laboratory, 1989). To minimise the loss of trash over
the boom in high flows, a long, heavy, weighted boom may be desirable. Keiller and Ackers
(1982) also recommended restraints that resist the tendency of the boom to tilt. To allow
movement of the boom with variation in water depths, the boom restraint must allow free
vertical movement, and the boom must have sufficient strength to resist flood loading
(Freeman, 1992). Cleaning should be undertaken regularly, especially after storm events.
Disadvantages of booms include limited life of floats, restriction to navigation and difficulties
in cleaning (Molinari and Carleton, 1987).

The operation of booms would be vastly

improved if better (mechanised) cleaning methods were devised.

During the Clean-Up

Australia Day in March 1993, a device that sucks the garbage out of the water was trialed
(personal discussions with representative from the Maritime Services Board, 1993).
Booms are also used to protect hydraulic structures from floating debris (Perham, 1987), and
to direct floating logs in the timber industry (Kennedy and Lazier, 1965). It is recommended
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that the boom is angled at 30-45 degrees to the flow, so as to divert trash to one end, with
high pressure water jets also used to direct debris (Perham, 1987).
Kennedy and Lazier (1965) described three different types of booms used in the water
transportation of pulpwood, namely holding, towing and guide booms. They recommended
the use of a horizontal lip at the base of the boom, which was found to substantially reduce
the undertow forcing debris under the boom. They also found that the upstream face of the
boom should be as smooth and continuous as possible, to guide debris without allowing it to
accumulate and be pushed under the boom. The installation of a net on the upstream face of
the boom, which extends about 1 metre below and 0.1 metres above the water surface, is
considered to provide the best holding characteristics.
Booms are only effective as a pollution control measure under certain conditions, such as
favourable currents (pushing debris into the boom), location near major litter sources, ready
access for maintenance, ability to handle water level changes (sufficient slack to allow boom
level to rise and fall with tide and flood water level variations, or a post and ring shore
connection), ability to be attached and anchored, and non-interference with river traffic
(Willing and Partners, 1989). Tidal flow reversals or strong adverse winds may disperse
trapped material, rendering the boom ineffective. If a boom is located on a navigable
waterway, it may be desirable to position the boom on the outside of a bend, with one end
attached to the bank and the other anchored in the water. Alternatively, two booms can be
staggered so as not to impede water traffic (Willing and Partners, 1989).
2.3. Description of Booms at Various Locations
At Muddy Creek, Kyeemagh (described by Molinari and Carleton, 1987 and Nielsen and
Carleton, 1989), an oil boom was installed 50 metres downstream of a stormwater channel
confluence, and consisted of about 45 individual floats around 1 metre long, joined together
by flexible webbing which also formed the skirt. The skirt extended 0.45 metres below the
water surface and was lead weighted. The boom was installed at an angle of 60 degrees to the
flow, so as to direct debris to one side of the creek. The rubbish was then picked up using
pitch forks and other implements and then bagged and emptied on to a truck. Where the
boom was attached to shore a sliding coupling was used to allow the boom to move up and
down with the tide and varying flow depths.
The boom was cleaned during an outgoing tide when the wind direction was not against the
flow, so that litter was pushed up against the boom. It took about 2-3 hours for 4 workers to
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clean the boom. During outgoing tides with moderate-heavy rain, it was evident that some
(about 30% by volume) litter escaped under the boom. Also, if litter accumulated excessively
behind the boom, it could be pushed over the top of the boom.
At Cup and Saucer Creek, Canterbury, an 8 metre long boom, similar to the boom at Muddy
Creek, was installed (Nielsen and Carleton, 1989).
On the Yarra River, Melbourne, 3500 m3 of litter was collected in 5 years by 2 oil booms
(Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works et al., 1989). As Molinari and Carleton (1987)
describe, the original arrangement of the booms was in a herringbone fashion, with 2 booms
attached to one bank extending a short distance beyond the centreline of the river, and a third
boom attached to the opposite bank between the other two booms (also extending beyond
mid-stream). This arrangement allowed boats to pass up and down the river while litter was
collected across the full width of the river. Upon installation, it was found that a single
appropriately placed boom extending from one bank was as effective at intercepting litter as
the herringbone arrangement. The booms had a rigid skirt extending below the water surface,
and could be rolled for ease of transportation and storage. Rubbish collected at each of three
sites was approximately 300m3/year, mainly vegetative matter and plastic and cardboard
containers, but even syringes and dead human bodies. To collect the intercepted rubbish,
hoses were used to drive the litter near to shore, with most of the work done from boats. Use
was also made of a purpose made "rake", consisting of 2 bars connected by a series of chains,
attached to a backhoe or crane. It took about 2 hours for 4 workers to collect a typical boom
load, which was done every week or so. The experience of using these booms showed that a
boom had a life of about 4 years, and that it must be cleaned every 3-4 months due to algal
growth. In high flows litter was drawn underneath the booms and the booms could break
from their anchorages.
At Edwardes Lake, Victoria (Preston Council), around 3 m^ of litter was collected each' week
for 7 years (Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works et al., 1989), while at Merri Creek,
Victoria (Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works et al., 1989), up to 65 litter items were
collected each week, mainly vegetation, plastics (mainly take away food containers and
packing foam) and paper (mainly drink cartons). During periods of high flow, litter items
were carried over or under the boom.
On the River Tame, England (Molinari and Carleton, 1987), four steel booms were installed
in a V configuration so trapped rubbish was swept along the face of the booms and on to
access ramps where it could be collected . To reduce down-pull on the debris and increase

the surface flow towards the collection zone, a sloping front face was included on the booms
(also recommended by Keiller and Ackers, 1982). Although effective at low flows, the
booms sometimes escaped from their restraints in high flow events, until the supports were
re-designed to cope with the 1 in 10 year event. Note that flow conditions in the United
Kingdom are far different to Australia; in the United Kingdom, a 1 in 10 year flow is not
much bigger than a 1 in 1 year flow, whereas in Australia it is many times bigger.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF BOOM SITES IN SYDNEY
3.1. Dobroyd Canal
Dobroyd Canal is a trapezoidal concrete-lined open channel about 20 metres wide. It runs
approximately in a north-easterly direction, discharging into Iron Cove just north of Timbrell
Drive, where the boom is located within the channel.
A 7.7 km2 catchment drains to the site, with catchment land uses estimated as 81 %
residential, 5 % commercial, 5 % open space and 2 % industrial (Gamtron Pty Ltd, 1992).
A park lines both sides of the canal.
3.2. Hawthorne Canal
Hawthorne Canal is also a trapezoidal concrete-lined open channel that runs in an
approximate north-easterly direction. It discharges into Iron Cove under a bridge at Lilyfield
Road, just north of where the boom is located within the channel.
The catchment draining to the boom site is 6.1 km2 in area, with land uses given by Gamtron
Pty Ltd (1992) as 71 % residential, 6 % industrial, 6 % open space and 4 % commercial.
The canal is lined by a park on its western side, with a cycleway on part of the eastern side.
3.3. Blackwattle Bay
The drainage lines upstream of the Blackwattle Bay boom pass under Pyrmont Bridge Road
(approximately in a northerly direction) after running parallel to Wattle Street. Both circular
and rectangular outlets have been noted.
The catchment area draining to the boom site is approximately 2.59 km2. Catchment land
uses are approximately 43 % residential, 14 % industrial, 14 % commercial and 14 % open
space (Gamtron Pty Ltd, 1992).
The Sydney Fish Markets are located just east of the boom site.
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3.4. Rushcutters Bay
The open channel entering Rushcutters Bay, which runs in a northerly direction, is almost
rectangular and approximately 11.3 metres wide. The boom, which is the longest of the
booms studied, is located just downstream of its outlet into the bay.
A 2.56 km2 catchment drains to the boom, of which its land uses are 67 % residential, 10 %
open space, 5 % business and 4 % industrial (Gamtron Pty Ltd, 1992).
Much of the area adjacent to the boom site is open parkland.
3.5. MosmanBay
The open channel approaching Mosman Bay is approximately rectangular, 2.7 metres wide
and 1.3 metres high. It discharges in a southerly direction into the bay which is about 50
metres wide. A number of small pipes also discharge into the bay upstream of the boom.
The boom supports are located about 30 metres downstream of the channel outlet
Although this has not been confirmed. Patten (1993) believed that the catchment area
draining to the boom site was in the order of 1.37 km2. No details on catchment land uses
have been obtained as yet, but WRL is seeking this information.
The open channel runs through Reid Park, and is lined by trees. Many of these trees
overhang the channel, and this is an obvious source of vegetative matter entering the channel
and thus the bay.
The Water Board installed the boom in November 1990, with Mosman Council paying
$22000 for the 60 metre long boom. It is recorded that 10 tonnes of rubbish were collected in
1992, and 6.5 tonnes in 1991 (Patten, 1993). Mosman Council found the boom to be
ineffective (especially in storm events when debris flowed over the boom), and removed it in
April 1993. One Alderman described the boom as an "eyesore of the environment". The
MSB considered that they did not coUect as much rubbish from there as other booms around
Sydney. They have suggested this may be due to Council's street sweeping operations and the
small size of the catchment, although WRL believes that the reason is simply because most of
the boom was submerged and unable to contain litter (see Section 4.5).
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Patten (1993) explained that the ineffectiveness of the boom was due to the following
reasons:
the boom sunk under pressure from stormwater discharges in heavy rain;
the boom collected large volumes of marine growth which weighed the boom
down and which had to be periodically cleaned off by Mosman Council;
under certain conditions, rubbish was strewn across the boom collection area
making it difficult to collect rubbish efficiently;
occasionally the boom remained submerged after heavy rain due to deposition
of material directly onto the boom;
the boom may have been becoming waterlogged which weighed it down and
submerged it even in dry weather flows (this may also be due to the marine
growths described above).
About 88% of rubbish collected (by surface area) was leaf litter, with the rest mainly plastic,
glass, paper and metal Patten, 1993). Examples of materials noted in the collection area of
the boom were confectionery wrappers, PET bottles, fast food packaging , plastic shopping
bags, timber, bottles and cans, condoms, syringes, tennis balls, palm fronds, pressure packs,
oil/paint cans, pens, rulers, cigarette packets, balloons, thongs, car poHsh/shampoo/sunscreen
containers, corks, lipseal, rubber hosing, combs, pasta wrapping foil, plastic page infills,
oranges, garbage bags and plastic pots.
Residents complained about the aesthetics of the boom structure, and stated that they disliked
Mosman Bay being used as a collection area for rubbish. There was also concern (not as yet
confirmed) that waste within the boom collection area would become waterlogged and as a
result greater volumes of rubbish would sink to the bottom of the bay, adversely affecting
benthic flora and fauna and reducing the water depth. Measurements have not yet found that
the boom has contributed to siltation in the bay, but are only over a short time span.
3.6. Model Yacht Pond, Centennial Park
Around six drainage lines pass under York Road (opposite Queen's Park Road) and enter this
small lake. The boom is attached to the shore at both ends of the eastern bank of the pond.
WRL is in the process of obtaining information on catchment and drainage line
characteristics.
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3.7. Musgrave Pond, Centennial Park
A trapezoidal open channel carries stormwater to this pond, running parallel to Musgrave
Avenue in a westerly direction The boom is located at the eastern end of the lake in shallow
water.
As for the Model Yacht Pond, WRL is in the process of analysis.
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4. SUMMARY OF FIELD OBSERVATIONS OF BOOM PERFORMANCE
The booms that are being studied are all proprietary oil booms. The booms at Hawthorne
Canal, Rushcutters Bay and Mosman Bay are manufactured by Austpol, while all the other
booms are manufactured by Trojan. They consist of a number of floats that are joined
together by a flexible solid skirt extending about 0.5 metres below the water surface.
The only sites to have significant litter loads in dry weather are Dobroyd and Hawthorne
Canal. This is because these canals are long tidal waterbodies which have a mechanism to
transport litter with tidal flows. It has been said (Eliot, 1993) that about 1 tonne of rubbish is
collected from each of these sites every week. Due to tidal effects, the booms at these sites
reverse with changing tide direction (see Plate 4.1). Generally, the boom will face upstream
on a flood tide and downstream on an ebb tide, although wind effects can hold the boom in a
contrary position against the tidal flow. The booms at Blackwattle Bay and Mosman Bay can
also reverse with the tide, but not as quickly or to the same extent as at Dobroyd Canal and
Hawthorne Canal. The Rushcutters Bay boom always faces downstream, as do the two
booms in Centennial Park that are not subject to reversing flows.
At the sites where the boom can reverse with changing tide direction, it is clear that litter held
against the boom can move away from it with the reversal. Thus it is incorrect to say that a
boom traps litter; rather, a boom is only able to block the passage of litter against the existing
flow at any one time.
At Mosman Bay (especially), Blackwattle Bay and Rushcutters Bay, very little trash is
intercepted in dry weather. This is because there is little dry weather flow at these sites, and
also due to a number of reasons peculiar to each boom site, as will be discussed in the
sections on individual booms. It is possible that the booms at Mosman Bay and Rushcutters
Bay are too far from the stormwater channel outlets to be effective in dry weather); it appears
that some rubbish sinks before reaching these booms and also that tidal velocities are too
small to carry litter to the booms.
At the two sites in Centennial Park, there is also very little dry weather flow, although a lot of
litter has been contained by the booms at these sites when they have been visited (Plate 4.5).
Most of the litter captured by the various booms is leaves, twigs and other vegetation. Other
litter items regularly noted include timber, cigarette butts, plastic (containers, bags and
bottles), food packets and wrappers, polystyrene cups, drink cartons, ice cream containers.
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cardboard, aluminium cans, glass bottles, foam, newspaper and scum. Some of the more
unusual litter includes RTA roadworks flashing lights, syringes, thongs, hats and tennis balls.
Unfortunately, at Dobroyd Canal (especially) and Hawthorne Canal, a significant quantity of
litter escapes through the gap between the boom support and steel mesh at the edge of the
boom (see Plate 4.1 again). Field observation on February 4 revealed that up to 80% of the
approaching litter escaped through this gap. Simple re-design of the boom support area
would eliminate this problem. Also, if there are any rips in the boom, litter can escape, as
noted at these two sites. Some gaps were also noted in the Rushcutters Bay boom.
Wind clearly has an effect on boom performance. It was observed during the field smdies
that moderate winds can blow Utter away from or towards the booms, even against the tide.
Marine growths were evident below the waterline on all the booms examined. They were
particularly noticeable at Blackwatde Bay, Rushcutters Bay and Mosman Bay.
At Dobroyd Canal and Hawthorne Canal, it has been found that on the ebb tide, litter can
move upstream due to circulatory currents that are set up. Litter moving downstream, when it
is intercepted by the boom, is swept along the boom face and then upstream due to the local
effect of currents on the boom. Thus, even without an unfavourable wind and in an ebb tide,
litter can move away from a boom due to currents at the boom face.
It should be noted that some field observations were made aboard an MSB cleaning vessel as
they went about removing litter contained by the booms (see Plate 4.2). It was clear from this
trip that little consideration is given by the MSB to wind or tide conditions before they set
out One collection trip was commenced close to low tide (so boat access was difficult at
some sites) and moving into a flood tide (so there may be little trash to collect, since litter
moves away from the boom early in a flood tide unless there are favourable wind conditions).
Due to a prevailing southerly breeze, litter was contained at Hawthorne Canal, and a large
amount of litter was collected. However, at the other four harbourside sites, none or virtually
no Utter was coUected. It was fortunate that a southerly breeze was blowing at the time, or
the trip would probably have yielded no better. For Utter coUection to be effective, it is
necessary to schedule Utter removal based on weather and tide conditions (see Section 5.3).
The observations at each of the boom sites are discussed over.
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4.1 Dobroyd Canal
The boom at Dobroyd Canal (Plate 4.1) consists of about 15 floats, with the skirt broken
between some of the floats.
In tidal flows, the boom skirt can tilt upwards, forcing some litter under the boom.
Photographs were taken of this phenomenon. In storm flows the boom is even less likely to
be able to retain litter. The bar to which the boom is attached is significantly bent in the
downstream direction, indicating the forces that are generated by having a strucmre that takes
up such a large proportion of the hydraulic cross section of the channel.
Construction of the piers for a second bridge next to the current Timbrell Drive bridge began
in March 1993. This has affected the velocity distribution in the channel and thus the
approach of litter to the boom. With an uneven velocity distribution it is easier for circulation
patterns to form that carry litter away from the boom.
4.2. Hawthorne Canal
A large amount of litter is carried in Hawthorne Canal (Plate 4.2). This includes not only
small debris that can be contained by the boom, but also large metal items such as mattresses
and shopping trolleys.
It has been said that rowers deliberately hang weights off the boom to sink it when they want
to use the channel (Cleaning worker, Maritime Services Board, 1993).
4.3. Blackwattle Bay
The boom at Blackwattle Bay consists of 22floatseach about 1.3 metres long.
Little rubbish is captured at the Blackwattle Bay boom in dry weather, since there is very
little flow under these conditions. In fact, most rubbish at the site is contained by wind and
tide on the downstream side of the boom, with the source of this rubbish believed to be from
an outlet not covered by a boom to the west of the site (Cleaning worker. Maritime Services
Board, 1993). In its present position, the boom at Blackwattle Bay is failing to be effective.
In virtually all the visits to this boom, the upstream side has been quite clean, with rubbish
only on the downstream side (see Plate 4.3).
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It is easy to see the source of rubbish at this site, with rubbish ahnost always present in
Pyrmont Bridge Road to the south of the bay. The litter includes leaves, plastic and paper.
4.4. Rushcutters Bay
Most of the rubbish at this site appears to move as a bed load at the outlet of the channel, and
does not seem to float all the way to the boom. However, litter has been noted downstream
of the boom, especially where the boom lies on the bay sand. This may be litter that goes
over the boom in wet weather flows. Generally, only small quantities of litter are collected at
this site.
On one occasion, a marked difference in turbidity between the upstream (mrbid) and
downstream (clear) sides of the boom was noted. A photograph was taken.
4.5. MosmanBay
At Mosman Bay, the boom is collapsed in a number of places (Plate 4.4), possibly due to
marine growth or waterlogging making it sink. Thus it is an ineffective barrier; in all visits
to the site there has been very little or no litter contained by the boom. Litter simply travels
over the submerged sections of the boom, with the boom virtually useless.
Because of the boom's poor performance, Mosman Council suggested that it be removed.
This was coupled with complaints by residents that the boom was ugly and should be taken
out. It is believed that the boom has now been removed (Hunt, 1993).
4.6. Model Yacht Pond, Centennial Park
The boom at this site appears to be working quite well, with most litter tending to be trapped
upstream of the boom, and litde debris noted downstream of the boom.
4.7. Musgrave Pond, Centennial Park
The grass-lined approaches to the boom at this site are shallow and narrow. Some litter tends
to be trapped in the grass edges upstream of the boom, and some litter seems to pass
downstream of the boom, possibly because it travels over the boom during storm flows.
However, the boom is still trapping a significant quantity of rubbish (Plate 4.5).
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5. OTHER WORK IN PROGRESS
5.1. Calculation and Measurement of Tidal flows
To determine the flow in a channel due to an ebb tide, the formula
L
Q = /(ay/at b) dx

0

can be used, where Q is the flow (m^/s), L is the length of the tidal flow (m), dy/di is the
instantaneous gradient of the tide chart, and b is the channel width (m).
The length of tidal flow (L), also known as the tidal limit, can be determined theoretically or
by field observation. WRL is waiting for information to be sent regarding invert levels in
Dobroyd and Hawthorne Canal. Once these are known, a given tide level can be extended up
the channel to the same invert level, so the length that the tide extends up the channel can be
determined. Alternatively, the tidal limit can be determined by observing how far the tide
travels up the channel for a given tide height. The exact position can be determined from
maps and the length can be measured. So far, two observations have been attempted for both
Dobroyd and Hawthorne Canal. With the tidal limit known, the tidal flow can be determined
from the above equation. Flow velocities can also be found. Calculations will be included in
the next progress report.
Actual measurements of tidal velocities were made at Dobroyd Canal on April 5 (mid ebb
tide), using a Braystoke Current Meter suspended from the Timbrell Drive bridge. Water
velocities were in the order of 0.2 m/s at the surface. The full results of these measurements
will be given in the final report, and will be compared to the theoretical calculations.

5.2. Calculation of Storm Flows
Storm flows for the different catchments are being determined using the Rational Method
described below. Flows are to be evaluated for a range of recurrence intervals.
The Rational Method can be used to determine the peak flow due to a design storm. To do
this, a time of concentration (tc) is first determined for the given catchment area (A), and the
rainfall intensity (i) corresponding to this time is found for the desired annual recurrence
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interval (ARI). A runoff coefficient (C) is also determined for the desired ARI. The
discharge is the product of A, i and C.
Calculation of the storm flows will allow WRL to predict the peak flows at the boom sites for
events of varying probability.
5.3. An Algorithm for Scheduling Boom Cleaning
There is a need to correctly schedule when litter is removed from the booms. It is clear from
field observations that, for example, a boom facing downstream with litter trapped on the
upstream side (on the ebb tide) can reverse at some sites on the flood tide, with the litter
moving upstream away from where it can be collected. Hence it would be expected that litter
would be contained by the booms at tidal sites late in flood tides and late in ebb tides.
Conversely, early in flood tides and early in ebb tides, it would be expected that littie debris
would be captured by the booms.
Account must also be taken of wind which can force the boom to face a particular direction
against the tide, so, for example, late in an ebb tide a wind blowing towards upstream can
move litter away from the boom so it cannot be collected. Similarly, early in a flood tide a
wind blowing towards downstream can keep litter against the upstream face of the boom so it
can be collected. It should also be noted that as the tide falls, litter is left on channel banks.
There are practical difficulties in collecting litter near low tide, as boats may not be able to
gain access to most of the boom sites at this time, or may encounter difficulties with snags or
large litter items blocking their path (Cleaning worker. Maritime Services Board, 1993).
As the effect of rain on boom performance has not yet been studied by WRL in the field, the
algorithm will be refined in the next progress report
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS AND DIRECTION OF FUTURE WORK
Observations have been made of the performance of seven booms in Sydney, over full tidal
cycles and in various wind conditions. An understanding has been gained of the mechanisms
that affect boom performance in dry weather, and the deficiencies in their design.
Observations during rainfall events are a priority for the future, and may be combined with
litter sampling operations.
It is recommended that the breaks in the booms are repaired, and that the boom support is
moved so it is covered by the steel mesh at Dobroyd and Hawthorne Canal. The litter
removal schedule should also be amended to consider the effects of tide, wind and runoff.
Marine growth on the booms should be periodically removed to prevent booms from sinking.
In the next few months, WRL proposes to focus on improving the boom designs, which will
include some laboratory and field testing. Features that are being considered to be trialed are
using a porous skirt instead of a solid skirt (to minimise the reduction in hydraulic cross
section due to the booms and thus minimise the tendency for litter to be forced under, over or
through the booms, and also minimise the force on the boom) and also installing a horizontal
lip to see if litter is better contained. Laboratory testing will aim to determine the velocities
at which litter begins to be forced under a boom. Theoretical hydrodynamic modelling will
also be attempted to address this problem. Field experiments may be attempted as well.
Many aspects have to be considered when formulating boom designs. The following criteria
will be considered in the designs proposed by WRL.
Ability to trap rubbish effectively;
Ease of construction and installation;
Ease of maintenance and cleaning;
Strength and resistance to vandalism;
Public safety;
Effect on upstream flooding (usually minimal);
Appearance;
Versatility;
Accessibility;
Nature of pollutants;
Site suitability;
Cost.
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Other work that wiU be attempted is detailing of tidal and storm flows (based on information
on catchment and stormwater line characteristics) and inclusion of meteorological analysis of
boom performance. This will lead to the specification of an optimal procedure for Utter
removal from the booms.
A second progress report is programmed for submission on July 30,1993.
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FIGURE 1

PLATE 1

BOOM IN DOBROYD CANAL REVERSING TO FACE DOWNSTREAM AT
THE BEGINNING OF THE EBB TIDE.
NOTE THE GAP BETWEEN THE STEEL MESH AND BOOM SUPPORT
IN THE FOREGROUND,

PLATE 2

MSB CLEANING CREW REMOVING LITTER FROM THE HAWTHORNE
CANAL BOOM.

PLATE 3

B L A C K W A T T L E BAY BOOM, INDICATING THAT MOST LITTER
APPROACHES FROM DOWNSTREAM OF THE BOOM (OUTLETS
ARE ON THE LEFT).

PLATE

MOSMAN BAY BOOM, SHOWING EXTENT OF SUBMERSION.

4

PLATE 5

A L A R G E QUANTITY OF LITTER CONTAINED BY THE B O O M
M U S G R A V E POND.
N O T E THE LITTER TRAPPED IN THE GRASSY BANKS.
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APPENDIX A: RECORD OF FIELD TRIPS TO BOOM SITES
This appendix contains a detailed record of the observed conditions during visits to the
various boom sites. Table 1 is a summary of the field trips, listing when each site was visited
and the antecedent and actual weather conditions at the time. More detailed conditions will
be included in the final report. All dates are in 1993, and the following abbreviations are
used for each of the sites:
Dob - Dobroyd Canal, Iron Cove;
Haw - Hawthorne Canal, Iron Cove;
Bla - Blackwattle Bay, Pyrmont;
Rus - Rushcutters Bay;
Mos - Mosman Bay, Mosman;
Yac - Model Yacht Pond, Centennial Park;
Gve - Musgrave Pond, Centennial Park.
Other abbreviations used include min (minutes), hr (hours), mod (moderate), H (High), L
(Low), aft (after), bef (before) and N/A (not applicable).
Note that rainfall statistics are for the 24 hours ending at 9 am on the date given.
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Table 1: Summary of field trips to boom sites (in chronological order)
Date

Site

Time

Tide

4/2

Dob

0648

Ebb
3iiiinaftH

Haw

0706

Bla

0738

Rus

0820

Mos

0855

Dob

1000

Haw

1011

Bla

1040

Rus

Ilio

Mos

1147

Dob

1245

Haw

1305

Bla

1330

Rus

1400

Mos

1437

Dob

1525

Haw

1540

Bla

1609

Rus

1636

Mos

1707

Dob

1756

Haw

1809

Ebb
21ininaftH
Ebb
53inm aft H
Ebb
lhr35min aft H
Ebb
2hrl0miii aft H
Ebb
3hrl5inm aft H
Ebb
3hr23mm bef L
Ebb
2hr54mm bef L
Ebb
2hr24mm befL
Ebb
llir47mm bef L
Ebb
49mm bef L
Ebb
29minbefL
Ebb
4mm befL
Hood
26min aft L
Hood
lhr3miii aft L
Hood
lhr51mmaftL
Hood
2hr6min aftL
Hood
2hr35mm aft L
Hood
2hr53mmbefH
Hood
2hr22mm befH
Hood
lhr33minbefH
Hood
lhr20mmbefH

Actual
Hne
NNE
Breeze

Weather
Past
Hne

Last rain
0.8nmi
28/1
0.8 mm
27/1
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Table 1 continued

Date

Site

Time

5/3

Mos

1130

9/3

Mos

1000

15/3

Dob

1455

Haw

1525

Bla

1600

Rus

1422

Yac

1508

Gve
Rus

1552
0730

Mos

0746

Haw

0823

Dob

1003

Bla

1045

Dob

0940

Haw

1040

Bla

1130

Rus

1200

Yac
Gve
Mos

1220
1230
1257

23/3

30/3

5/4

Tide
Ebb
llir26mm bef L
Ebb
lhr21min aft H
Ebb
34min aft H
Ebb
lhr4min aft H
Ebb
lhr39min aft H
Flood
3mm aft L
N/A
N/A
Hood
23min aft L
Hood
39min aft L
Hood
lhrl6min aftL
Hood
2hr56min aft L
Hood
2hr20minbefH
Ebb
3hr3min aft H
Ebb
2hrl6min bef L
Ebb
llii^6min bef L
Ebb
llir26min bef L
N/A
N/A
Hood
1 min aft L

Actual
Patchy

Weather
Past
Fine

Last rain
9mm 22/2

Fine

In March

Fine
Fine
NE
Breeze

Fine
NE
Breeze
Fine
SW/S
Breeze

Fine
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Details of the visits to each of the boom sites are given below.
A.l Dobroyd Canal
On February 4 at 6:48 am, just on high tide, the boom was facing upstream with most litter
floating on the downstream side of the boom. Much of the litter was contained on the
downstream side of the steel mesh support area of the boom. The litter was mainly leaves
and branches, as well as plastic containers, food wrappers, drink cartons and other items.
The boom skirt was broken between two floats, and a gap between the steel mesh and boom
support was noted. While here, the boom reversed direction with the beginning of the ebb
tide, litter moving downstream away from the collection zone.
At 10 am on February 4 (mid ebb tide), a reasonable tidal flow was evident (from visual
observation, approximately 0.2 m/s at the surface). Litter was escaping at the side of the
boom between the steel mesh and boom support, and through the tear between two floats of
the boom, as at 6:48 am. The litter was mainly leaves and other vegetation, and also foam,
timber and plastic.
At 12:45 pm on February 4, litter was again escaping through the gaps at both ends of the
boom. However, the buildup of litter against the boom appeared to slow the escape of litter.
The boom skirt was lifted (tilted upwards), leading to litter escaping underneath the boom.
Litter included leaves, drink containers, newspaper and plastic.
The effect of wind was noted; a moderate north-easterly breeze blew material next to the
boom upstream against the tidal flow, away from the boom.
On February 4 (3:25 pm), the boom was facing upstream with some litter on the upstream
side in the centre. A very small amount of litter was seen floating downstream of the boom.
A strong southerly wind travelling down the channel (which picked up in the afternoon) was
probably the reason litter was held against the upstream face of the boom.
The boom skirt was again tilted, allowing material to travel under the boom upstream with
the flood tide. The gap at the boom support and tear in the boom again contributed to escape
of material. However, it did not appear that much litter was approaching from the
downstream direction.
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On February 4 at 5:56 pm, the boom was facing upstream with litter accumulated
downstream and approaching. The litter included leaves and a dirty scum, with ice cream
containers and plastic bottles collected against the steel mesh. A very large amount of
rubbish was escaping at the edges of the boom; it appeared that about 80% of the
approaching rubbish escaped at these points.
At 2:55 pm on March 15, the boom was not there. Perhaps the visual amenity of the area was
improved because of this. The water depth was about 1.3 metres (measured with a survey
staff), with the mid-channel surface water velocity (measured with a current meter) very
small (in the order of 0.05 m/s). A moderate wind was blowing up the channel, forming
small waves on the water surface.
At 10:03 am on March 30 (aboard an MSB cleaning vessel), mid flood tide, some litter was
floating near the boom but the cleaning crew did not collect it.
On April 5 (9:40 am), mid ebb tide, construction had begun on a second bridge next to and
upstream of the existing Timbrell Drive bridge. Construction works for two piers were in the
water, affecting the velocity distribution of the flow approaching the boom. Litter such as
leaves, a plastic bottle and branch were noted. Again, the gap between the pole supporting
the boom and the steel mesh allowed litter to pass through. The wind, blowing from the
north east, seemed to blow material away from the boom.
A.2. Hawthorne Canal
On February 4 at 7:06 am, the boom was facing upstream and gradually moving downstream
with the ebb tide. Litter consisted of cans, bottles and scum, as well as the usual vegetation.
It even included a foam esky.
At 10:11 am on February 4 (mid ebb tide), the litter was mainly leaves and also plastic bags.
Some debris was escaping near the supports; however, the gap was far smaller than at
Dobroyd Canal, with far less litter escaping.
A surface circulation pattern seemed to occur, leading to some litter moving upstream.
On February 4 (1:05 pm), very little debris was trapped in the boom. A number of large
metal items were seen sitting in the channel bed downstream of the boom, including a
mattress. Litter items were also noted in the park adjoining the channel.
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On February 4 (3:40 pm), the boom was facing upstream, with most litter trapped on the
downstream side. Some large litter items were noted in the channel upstream. While here,
the wind forced the boom to move into an "S" shape, and even face downstream against the
tidal flow. This led to litter travelling downstream.
On February 4 at 6:09 pm, the boom was facing upstream with litter caught on the
downstream side of the boom at the centre. Some litter was escaping at the edges of the
boom but not to the same extent as at Dobroyd. Some litter was trapped against the steel
mesh.
On March 15 (3:25 pm), little was trapped in the boom but debris was noted floating
upstream of the boom at the channel edges.
At 8:23 am on March 30 (aboard an MSB cleaning vessel), there was a very large amount of
litter floating on the upstream side of the boom, including leaves, cans, botdes, foam and
literally hundreds of cigarette butts. There was even a shopping troUey partly submerged
downstream of the boom.
Tying to the boom, large amounts of litter were collected. The litter stayed against the boom
despite the flood tide due to a strong southerly breeze. Two breaks in the boom were noted,
which allowed litter to pass through. Some material could not be collected when the boom
reversed direction and the litter moved upstream.
At 10:40 am on April 5 (mid ebb tide), little debris was contained by the boom. Some of the
litter included a glass bottle, aluminium can and leaves. Litter could be seen upstream in the
channel but seemed to be prevented from travelling downstream by the action of a northeasterly breeze. Breaks in the boom were noted. A significant amount of large debris was
seen on the channel floor a few kilometres up the channel.
A.3. Blackwattle Bay
At 7:38 am on February 4, the boom was facing upstream with little rubbish collected. Litter
included a plastic bottle, foam, a thong, leaves and scum. Barnacles were growing on the
boom surface.
At 10:40 am on February 4 (mid ebb tide), again there was litde trash evident, mainly a dirty
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scum plus leaves, twigs, foam, timber, a plastic bottle, a chip packet, an aluminium can and
glass bottle. All of this litter was contained on the downstream side of the boom. Looking at
the streets nearby, it could be seen where the litter came from; leaves, plastic, glass bottles
and food wrappings were evident in the streets.
On February 4 (1:30 pm), at low tide, very little water was left upstream of the boom, and
very little debris was evident on either side of the boom. Most litter was on the bank or
upstream of the boom on the bed.
On February 4 (4:09 pm), mid flood tide, foam, wood and plastic was floating on the
downstream side of the boom, with the boom facing downstream (probably due to the
prevalent wind direction). Marine growth was evident on the boom.
On March 15 at 4:00 pm, a small amount of litter was contained by the boom, mainly scum.
A lot of litter was noted in Pyrmont Bridge Road.
On March 30 at 10:45 am (with the MSB cleaning crew), mid flood tide, virtually all the litter
was on the downstream side of the boom. A crew member considered that the source of this
rubbish was from a drainage line discharging downstream of the boom, and that this was the
main source of rubbish at the site.
On April 5 at 11:30 am, a large amount of litter was floating dowoistream of the boom,
including a hat, plastic bottles, cans, wood, food and drink packages, and esky type foam.
Upstream of the boom there was virtually no litter. Wind appeared to blow the debris located
downstream of the boom towards the boom. There was a lot of litter (leaves, paper etc) in
Pyrmont Bridge Road.
A.4. Rushcutters Bay
At 8:20 am on February 4, the boom was facing downstream, with some litter on the
downstream side of the boom. The litter was 90% leaves. Some marine growth was evident
on the boom.
At 11:10 am on February 4 (mid ebb tide), very little rubbish was accumulated against the
boom. Litter moved along the bed of the channel, and appeared to sink before reaching the
boom. The litter was mainly leaves, as weU as bread bags, other plastic bags, wrappings,
aluminium cans, branches and even an RTA flashing Hght. A putrid smell was evident
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On February 4 (2:00 pm), not much litter was trapped in the boom. Most of the litter was on
the bed at the outlet of the channel. It appeared that litter such as aluminium cans sunk before
reaching the boom. In dry weather, it appeared that the boom might be more effective if it
was closer to the channel outlet, so litter would reach the boom.
On February 4 (4:36 pm), mid flood tide, some litter was noted on the downstream side of the
boom, especially near the supports. The litter consisted of leaves, foam, a chip packet, PET
bottle, food wrapper, timber, aluminium can and drink carton. Virtually no litter was on the
upstream side of the boom. Some gaps in the boom were noted.
On March 23 (2:22 pm), low tide, a sewage-like smell from the channel was evident. The
tide was just beginning to come in, with a moderate afternoon Seabreeze from the north-east.
A lot of litter was sitting on the bay floor downstream of the boom, including cans, bottles,
leaves, cartons, tennis balls, chocolate wrappers and straws. Branches and an RTA flashing
light were trapped against the boom. There was a large amount of litter in the channel,
including a shoe, and leaves, mud, cans and plastic moved along the bed. There was a
marked difference in turbidity between the upstream (turbid) and downstream (clear) sides of
the boom. The boom seemed fairly useless here in dry weather.
On March 30 at 7:30 am (aboard an MSB cleaning vessel), vegetation, polystyrene cups, a
garbage lid, food packages and drink cartons were some of the items trapped. This was the
most Htter seen here so far in this study, but still not that much. The litter was not collected
that successfully by the MSB; a lot of debris was not picked up and some of the trash
collected missed the bins and ended up back in the harbour. A syringe that was collected was
placed into a container for "infectious waste". Due to the flood tide, some garbage moved
upstream away from the boom and could not be collected.
At 12 noon on April 5, litde debris was trapped in the boom. The boom was twisted flat
where it sat on the bay floor. A lot of material was on the bed near the channel mouth,
amongst a black mud, and an awful smell was obvious. A moderate-weak breeze blew
onshore.
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A.5. MosmanBay
On February 4 (8:55 am), mid ebb tide, the boom had collapsed in a number of places, and
was facing downstream. Little trash was evident, mainly leaves, with only one piece of
plastic.
At 11:47 am on February 4 no litter was evident anywhere near the boom.
On February 4 (2:37 pm), again little rubbish was evident. Some litter was sitting on the bay
bed downstream of the boom including on the "beach" (downstream of the boom, a small
"beach" is located). Debris consisted of leaves, aluminium cans, plastic and other items.
Litter was noted floating well downstream of the boom near the ferry wharf, including leaves,
cardboard and plastic. Thus it appeared that this boom was not fulfilling its purpose of
stopping litter entering the harbour. It can hardly be expected that a boom sunk in so many
places could trap anything. Litter was also noted in the approaching stormwater channel,
including some large items such as a bucket.
At 5:07 pm on February 4, the boom was in an "S" shape, still holding little trash. Some litter
was noted travelling upstream over the collapsed sections of the boom.
On March 5 (around 11:30 am) a foul smell was evident in the stormwater channel
approaching the bay. Litter was evident in the channel, mainly leaves and branches, but also
waste such as a polystyrene cup, cardboard box and paper. It was seen that much of the
vegetation that entered the channel could be via the many trees that overhang it.
On this day the boom was facing upstream with some litter floating upstream of the boom
(but not against it). A small quantity of litter floated downstream of the boom. The litter was
mainly leaves, as well as scum, plastic bottles and other items.
On March 9 (10:00 am), the bay water extended up tiie channel some 100 metres, with the
"beach" also covered by water. Some litter was noted both upstream and downstream of the
boom, mainly leaves, as well as an ice cream container lid, plastic food wrappers and other
items.
It was quite evident that due to the boom sinking, it was virtually useless. At the numerous
points where the boom had sunk litter simply travelled past the boom on the ebb tide.
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On March 30 at 7:46 am (aboard an MSB cleaning vessel), little debris was evident, and none
was collected.
At 12:57 pm on April 5, virtually no litter was trapped in the boom, and the boom was still
badly collapsed in a number of places.
A.6. Model Yacht Pond, Centennial Park
On March 23 (3:08 pm), a lot of rubbish was trapped and there was also plenty of litter at the
pond edges. Downstream of the boom the lake looked better, with litde trash evident. The
litter included PET bottles, paper, plastic, wood, polystyrene cups, cans and foam, with less
vegetation than at other booms.
On April 5 at 12:20 pm, litter was spread near the approaching outlets and close to the pond
banks. There was litde trash downstream of the boom, showing its effectiveness.
A.7. Musgrave Pond, Centennial Park
On March 23 (3:52 pm), a large amount of litter was caught in the boom, mainly nonvegetative. The litter, especially PET bottles, was moving around in the wind. The boom
was sitting in very shallow water. Looking up the approaching channel, vegetation, a garbage
bag and Christmas tinsel were evident Litter was also scattered on the pond banks.
On April 5 at 12:30 pm, some litter was trapped near the pond edges upstream of the boom,
but there was also a lot of litter downstream of the boom, such as leaves and scum and other
small litter items. The water level was very shallow.

